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Abstract 
The origin of Taliban is still unknown to the world. Many journalists 

and scholars identified the different reasons of the emergence of 

Taliban. However, these reasons have not been supported by any 

strong evidences. The research paper examines the origin of Taliban in 

the backdrop of different writings. Pakistan played a vital role, 

although at later stage, in the emergence of Taliban as a dominant 

force in Afghanistan. The paper highlights the reasons of success of 

Taliban in capturing most parts of Afghanistan. The research 

investigates that how the Indian threat played very vital role in urging 

Pakistan’s support to Taliban, Moreover, the paper critically analyses 

the role of Pakistan in making Taliban a stronger force in Afghanistan. 

The research highlights that United States turned blind eyes to the 

massacre during civil war in Afghanistan. Moreover, United States was 

also engaged with Taliban and never criticized their extremist policies 

in early phases of their regime. 
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I. Historical Background 
The origin of Taliban can be traced back from the Soviet defeat in Afghanistan. 

The Soviet defeat was not because of a single national leadership: rather, it was due to 

collaboration among local leaders who defeated Soviet troops in their respective 

territories. Domestically in Afghanistan, the Soviet withdrawal and the loss of American 

interests were shifting the situation completely by allowing the emergence of a new 

coalition and new rivalries among different Afghan factions, between non-Pashtuns and 

Pashtuns, between Sunnis and Shias, between Ghilsais and Durranis and within the 

Pashtuns themselves. The desire of power and supremacy in Afghanistan resulted in the 

clash of interests among different groups, after Russian withdrawal, dragged the 

Afghanistan towards civil war. After Russian withdrawal, the Soviet-resisting movement 

of Afghans transformed into civil war and became a battlefield among local warlords 

(Bergen, 2002, 14). The continued fighting turned Afghanistan into rubble, and this brutal 

inter-ethnic conflict was as violent as anything practiced during the Soviet invasion 

(Ziring, 2009, 65). The tension was further intensified due to the involvement of many 

groups, and also due to the involvement of external states (Akhund, 2000, 152-153). The 

groups were mainly divided along two poles: one was Hekmatyar’s Pashtun Islamist 

party, aided by Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and international Islamist groups; while the second 

was Rabbani’s and Massoud’s Tajik Islamists, supported by India, Iran and Russia 

(Rubin, 1997, 286). 
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Ziring pointed that the Soviet withdrawal followed by the Afghan civil war was 

under direct Pakistani influence and in large part fuelled by Pakistan’s ambition to 

control Afghanistan in order to establish a pro-Pakistan government to counter Indian 

threat (Ziring, 2009, 71). Moreover, Pakistan gained the opportunity for strategic depth 

by forwarding a strategic alignment policy with Afghanistan to formulate a pro-Islamic 

regional bloc, Cordovez and Harrison claimed (Cordovez and Harrison, 1995, 162). In 

the post Russian withdrawal scenario, Pakistani policy makers thought that they could 

truly benefit from the comfort of a more protected and safer state in the presence of a pro-

Pakistan government in Kabul (ibid., 92). Pakistan continued its struggle with these 

groups to maintain peace, because installing a pliant regime in post-Soviet Afghanistan 

was far more difficult than defeating the Russians (Kakar, 2013, 129). A coalition 

government of Pashtuns and non-Pashtuns was the best solution to the problem. 

However, Ziring pointed out that Islamabad was in favor of a Pashtun Islamist regime, 

free from non-Pashtuns, to fill the power vacuum, but non-Pashtuns, and most notably the 

Tajiks, fervently opposed this idea (Ziring, 2009, 65). Mather claimed that Pakistan was 

unsympathetic towards secular Pashtuns and royalists due to the past experience of their 

stance over the Durand line and support for Pashtunistan (Mather, 2003, 110). 

Meanwhile, Eqbal Ahmad criticized Pakistan’s Afghan policy by claiming that, “we are 

after a shadow which would lead us into unrelieved darkness” (Marwat, 2004, 150). On 

the other hand, the CIA was also providing funding to Massoud and rebel groups, and 

many of these were on the CIA’s payroll (Coll, 2004, 8-9,190).  

 

At the same time, to construct a new and more positive relationship with 

Afghanistan through a pro-Pakistani regime of Mujahideen, Benazir Bhutto, Prime 

Minister of Pakistan, asked Gul, the ISI Chief, to give a message to the Mujahideen that 

Pakistan would recognize their government only if they could capture Jalalabad (Gul, 

2013). Whereas, Coll states that this was originally a plan of Gul with the collaboration 

of both ISI and CIA, and that they made the “Jalalabad proposal” to capture the city for a 

new ‘capital’ for the rebels (Coll, 2004, 192-193). Pakistan, by installing Hekmatyar, 

wanted to control major towns and cities and to hold a strong position in Afghanistan. 

Toward this effort, ISI made a failed attempt in March 1989, whereby 10,000 Mujahideen 

lost their lives, (Marshall, 2007, 78-79) by supporting the Mujahedeen’s assault on 

Jalalabad city (Mather, 2003, 111). In May 1990, an attempt to build authoritative 

government also failed because of the non-participation of important local actors in the 

reconciliation policy (Marshall, 2007, 83). Pakistan initiated an agreement, the Peshawar 

Accord, with the help of Saudi Arabia, to install Afghan Islamists as an interim 

government in Afghanistan, on 25
th

 April 1992 (Kakar, 2013, 129). The accord was 

implemented but later Rabbani violated the Peshawar Accord by not leaving the 

presidency and started to develop links with India. Both Massoud with his Tajik militia 

and Hekmatyar marched towards Kabul instead of aligning with the agreement. This led 

to a civil war situation in Afghanistan and the groups once united against USSR, such as 

Massoud, Hekmatyar, Dostum and Sayyaf, started a struggle to control Kabul. In April 

1992, Jamiat’s Massoud, with his Tajik militia, seized Kabul with the assistance of 

General Abdul Rashid Doustam’s Uzbeks and Hazaras (Maley, 1997, 267). Massoud was 

not trustworthy and his tilt towards India, independent stance on Afghanistan, and 

notably on the Pashtunistan issue, made him unfavorable for Pakistan (Mather, 2003, 

111). Chaos and anarchy in Afghanistan were the result of this struggle. In May 1992, the 

rocket bombardment of Kabul by Hekmatyar forces started, and in August 1992, 

Hekmatyar’s forces’ bombardment killed almost two thousand people, mostly civilian, 
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and drove half a million out of Kabul (Marwat, 2004, 98). Afghanistan was on the brink 

of a human catastrophe and the US was silent while both blue-eyed warlords of ISI and 

the CIA were conducting massacres.  

 

Rabbani and Massoud asserted that Pakistan was responsible, in supporting 

Hekmatyar, for this civil war (Khalilzad, 1995, 152). It is pertinent to mention here that 

according to the Peshawar Accord, Massoud was agreed as the defense Minister and 

pursued Hekmatyar to be the Prime Minister of Afghanistan. If Pakistan wanted 

Hekmatyar, as was claimed, to control Afghanistan, the best opportunity for Pakistan to 

fulfill its objectives in Afghanistan was by convincing Hekmatyar to take on a role as the 

Prime Minister of Afghanistan, but they could not. So the claim that support of ISI for 

Hekmatyar against other Afghan groups resulted into trouble for Afghanistan seems to be 

baseless. It was a traditional way of Afghan thinking which was pursued by Hekmatyar, 

as the Afghans never wanted the supremacy of others due to their independent nature 

(Saikal, 2010, 6; Raverty, 2012, 144-148) and eagerness for supremacy over others. 

Pakistan did not exclusively support Hekmatyar, but preferred him against Massoud 

because Massoud was unreliable (Filkins, 1999). Moreover, Pakistan continually tried to 

unite Afghanistan by preventing its break up along ethnic lines, as this would regenerate 

pressures for a new pan-Pasthun state to maintain peace and stability in the region. 

Another effort to resolve the issue, the Islamabad Accord was made by Pakistan in March 

1993 but failed as well. The civil war broke out again among warring parties and both 

Hekmatyar and Massoud were involved in atrocities (Saikal, 2006, 215). According to 

the US State Department, Massoud and his troops rampaged through a rival 

neighborhood, raping, looting and killing as many as a thousand people in a single 

incident in 1993, and Massoud failed to control his troops (Filkins, 1999).  

 

The Pak-Afghan border closed in July 1994 after worsening of the situation 

(Jones, 2010, 57). The condition of Afghanistan was that of a failed state such as 

Rwanda, Somalia and Burundi (Matinuddin, 1999, 24). Edmund McWilliams, US Special 

envoy to the Afghan rebels, tried many times to convince the US of the worsening 

situation but the CIA and the US embassy in Pakistan ignored all of his reports, declaring 

them misleading (Coll, 2004, 176-179). The United States completely neglected 

Afghanistan during this era. Only once, Warren Christopher, Secretary of State, on 28 

May 1993, warned, “we are very concerned about the situation in Afghanistan and the 

fact that it does seem to be a breeding ground of terrorist activities around the world and I 

think that we are going to pay particular attention to that there.” (ibid., 5) Instead of 

feeling this clear threat, the US did nothing, as the US thought that the freedom fighters 

of Afghan war would die by fighting themselves and that there would be no future threat 

from this area, Gul claimed. (Gul, 2013) 

 

II. Nexus between Taliban, Pakistan and the Us Approach 
After Russian withdrawal, successive governments of Pakistan continued the 

policy of installing a pro-Pakistan regime in Afghanistan to counter the Indian threat, 

Kakar claimed (Kakar, 2013, 129). Some commentators argue that the Afghan-Indian 

‘pincer movement’ created a fear in Pakistan’s civil and military leadership and urged 

them to seek strategic depth by scattering Pakistan’s military assets in Afghanistan, far 

away from New Delhi’s offensive capability (Hussain, 2005). On the other hand, some 

argue that Pakistan was pursuing a non-military concept of strategic depth by improving 

relations with Islamic countries: notably Turkey, Middle Eastern states, Iran and Persian 
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Gulf states via Afghanistan to create an “Islamic pole” to counter “Hindu” India (Fair, 

2008, 201). Pakistan, for economic reasons, wanted to hold on to the opportunity of 

Central Asian Republic trade routes by maintaining peace in Kabul: particularly without 

any disruption from warlords and transport mafias seeking to tax their cargoes (Rashid, 

2000, 190). Moreover, the UNOCOL, on a veto of the US through Iran, planned to build 

a pipeline through Pakistan and Afghan territory (Mather, 2003, 112). Meanwhile, in 

these disrupted socio economic conditions, a new force emerged, known as the Taliban 

(Tehreek-i-Islami-i-Taliban). The exact circumstances of the emergence of the Taliban 

are still unknown to the world and have not been much debated by academicians, but 

rather by journalists (Coll, 2004; Rashid, 2010; Rashid, 2008). However, Matiunddin 

identified that the rape and murder of girls and boys belonging to a family traveling to 

Kandahar prompted Mullah Omar, the leader of the Taliban, to rise against such 

criminals (Matinuddin, 1999, 25-26). Terrible civil war, the torn socio-cultural fabric of 

society, disrupted governance, abduction, rape, rampant looting, broken governance 

structure and warlord-ism, resulted in the misery of the ordinary Afghan. Religious 

students emerged in these circumstances around Kandahar with the aim of maintaining 

peace in Afghanistan by disarming the local populations and imposing Sharia law to 

promote and defend the Islamic identity of Afghanistan (Rashid, 2010, 22). Ziring 

emphasized that the Taliban emerged as the legitimate representative of a revived Islamic 

Afghanistan (Ziring, 2009, 65). Even the US Consulate in Peshawar in a cable identified 

that it seemed to be independent from party politics, composed of religious students who 

did not fight in Jihad (Unclassified document, American Consulate, Peshawar, 1994, 2). 

It is not correct to say that the Taliban movement owed its existence to Pakistan: rather it 

was truly an indigenous band of religious students (Bergen, 2002, 148). Moreover, Some 

US officials claimed it as an indigenous movement (Mackenzie, 2001, 91) while others 

were totally ignorant about its origin, and so the current US position on the backing and 

financing of the Taliban by Pakistan seems ludicrous (ibid, 95).  Most scholarly writings 

support the argument that the emergence of the Taliban was a result of the civil war’s 

chaotic situation rather than of prompting by Pakistan, although the group was supported 

by Pakistan and the ISI at a later stage (Gul, 2002; Lieven, 2011). However, Rashid, 

while agreeing with this theory, further explained that the JUI, frustrated Pakistani 

transport and smuggling mafia, and Pashtun political and military officials, were involved 

in the rise of the Taliban from very early on (Rashid, 2010). Meanwhile, Harrison 

claimed that,  

 

“The creation of the Taliban had been actively encouraged by the ISI 

and the CIA...The Taliban are not just recruits from ‘madrassas’ but 

are on the payroll of the ISI … The creation of the Taliban was central 

to Pakistan’s pan-Islamic vision... and Pakistan has been building up 

Afghan collaborators who will sustain Pakistan.” (Quoted in Marwat, 

2004, 148) 

 

It is also a misperception that Pakistan was the only reason for the Taliban’s 

military domination: rather their military strength had increased manifold, before 

Pakistan’s support to them, when they captured Toba Achakzai arms and ammunition 

depot (Spin Boldak) with a stock of over 80,000 Kalashnikovs and hundreds of thousands 

of ammunition rounds, in September 1994 (Matinuddin, 1999, 259). Hekmatyar’s failure 

to capture Kabul urged Pakistan to shift their attention towards a new Islamic movement 

led by Durrani Pashtuns, to gain access to CARs through eastern and southern 
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Afghanistan (Kakar, 2013, 130). So, Pakistan supported the rise of the Taliban in three 

ways: first, through providing moral support by providing encouragement; second, by 

providing military support; and third, by recognizing their government in Kabul 

(Livermore, 2014). Davis claimed that Pakistan played a role in building the Taliban 

movement as a military force with money, arms and ammunition, planning and 

specialized training, technical assistance, logistics supply and by recruiting the former 

Mujahedeen leaders, while as a social force the Taliban emerged due to political and 

social turmoil (Davis, 1998, 68-69). These were former Mujahedeen, and disliked both 

Massoud and Hekmatyar due to their brutal policies in post war Afghanistan. Their 

members were primarily rural Pashtuns from southern and south-eastern Afghanistan, 

Anne Stenersen noted (Quoted in Larsotter, 2014, 144-145). They were sympathetic 

towards Pakistan because their main support came from students, notably Pashtuns, of the 

madrassas (religious schools) on the Afghanistan-Pakistan border which had been 

established by Saudi funding during the Afghan war to recruit Jihadists (Mather, 2003, 

112). The Taliban also helped a Pakistani military convoy destined for Central Asia, 

saving them from the warlords’ intrusion through the Spin Boldak-Chman border 

(Durrani and Khan, 2009, 44). This convoy was a symbol to show the world that the 

route was safe and could be used for trade purposes with CARS (Bergen, 2002, 148). 

Pakistan had no other option but to lean towards the Taliban, in a scenario where Rabbani 

and Massoud had a hostile attitude towards Pakistan and friendly relations with India 

(Durrani and Khan, 2009, 45). Pakistan also wanted to obtain her own economic, geo 

strategic and geo political objectives: notably safe access to Central Asian markets 

(Rubin, 2013, 29), strategic depth, and to stop the spillover effect of refugees into 

Pakistan in the case of prolonged civil war in Afghanistan (Jones, 2010, 63). The world 

had on many occasions accused Pakistan of supporting and nourishing the Taliban 

(Filkins, 1999); ignoring the fact that Pakistan helped them for a stable Afghanistan to 

facilitate the return of 3 million Afghan refugees, because these refugees had a 

destabilizing effect on Pakistan (Khalilzad and Byman, 1999, 70).  

 

The success of the Taliban alarmed Russia and the Central Asian states, notably 

Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, because of the fear that the Taliban would sweep north and 

annex part of their territory by territorial expansion (Jonson, 2006, 57). Within a short 

time span of two years, the Taliban, due to public discontentment and the policies of the 

warlords, had taken over major areas of Afghanistan by paying off some warlords and 

defeating the others (Griffin, 2001, 112). Ziring claimed that the Taliban (also called “the 

student army”), deeply rooted in Pakistan’s refugee camps and religious schools, defeated 

their opposition with the help of the Pakistani army (Ziring, 2009, 65). Islam, being a 

significant player in the lives of Afghans and in Pakistan, played a very important role in 

bringing them together so that the Pakistani military-religious complex (Qazi, 2010, 488; 

Marsden, 1998, 90) provided help to win the civil war (Bergen, 2002, 148). Interestingly, 

if Pakistan’s support was the only reason for the success of the Taliban then why could 

Hekmatyar, who was receiving support from Pakistan according to some authors, not 

capture Kabul successfully? So the success of the Taliban was not only due to Pakistan’s 

support but also due to group mobilization on the basis of identity and the development 

of strong co-operation (Qazi, 2010, 488). In 1998, a US official in Pakistan disclosed that 

around 20-40 percent of Taliban’s thirty thousand soldiers were from Pakistan (Bergen, 

2002, 148). The Darul Ullom Haqqnaia, a famous madrassa at Akhora Khattak, KPK, is 

one of the vital religious institutions that provided hundreds of recruits to Taliban, and is 

also termed as the Harvard of the Taliban Movement (Bergen, 2002, 7). Moreover, his 
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school had educated almost eighty cabinet-level members of the Taliban (Rashid, 2000, 

90). However, currently there are conflicting opinions about the Haqqania’s contribution 

towards the Taliban (Jones, 2003, 9-10; Ali, 2007). In addition to this, the madrassas of 

the Punjab supplied tens of thousands of recruits to the Taliban in 1997 (Matinuddin, 

1999, 18; Rashid, 1998, 81). Rashid pointed that Pakistan’s Islamists parties were 

instrumental in the rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan (Rashid, 2000, 72-90). The Taliban 

were led politically by the traditional Pashtun culture and religiously by an Islamic blend 

of Wahhabi and Deobandi traditions (Ziring, 2009, 66). Sinno explains that the Pashtun 

as the largest ethnic group was key, as the Taliban gained their support by mobilizing 

them and emerged as a Sunni Muslim Pashtun movement (Sinno, 2008, 59). The Taliban 

mobilized the Pashtun by means of four strategies: firstly, by side-lining and alienating 

the warlords from their supporters; secondly, by creating defection within their ranks; 

thirdly, by devising strategies to gather Pashtuns to side line the opposition; and fourthly 

by increasing indigenous support among a likeminded population (ibid., 76-77). The 

Taliban were considered as the stalwart of a beleaguered and long-suffering nation by the 

local people (Ziring, 2009, 65). In a matter of five years, Taliban, with the help of 

Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, swept through eastern and southern areas and took over 90 

per cent of Afghanistan (Mather, 2003, 106). The victory was identified as the “revenge 

of the Pashtuns” against non-Pashtun rivals, but was not complete, because non-Pashtuns 

and Massoud, the leader of the predominantly Tajik Northern Alliance, still held power in 

the North with the help of Russia, India, CARs, and Iran, until 2001 (ibid., 113; Ziring, 

2009, 65). Russia was supporting Massoud in containing the Taliban, fearing Islamic 

fundamentalism on its border (Filkins, 1999).  

 

The Pakistani government applauded the success of the Taliban, more than a 

conqueror, in gaining power in Afghanistan, notably because of its free intertwining with 

pro-Pakistan brethren and being Pakistan friendly with no Indian linkages (Ziring, 2009, 

66; Griffin, 84). Moreover, the Taliban rule helped Pakistan in securing many objectives 

such as assisting it: to curb Pashtun nationalism; to gain a trade corridor to Central Asia 

through Afghanistan; to secure its western borders; and finally in the development of a 

gas pipeline, the Turkmenistan–Afghanistan–Pakistan–India Pipeline project (TAPI), 

from Turkmenistan to Pakistan via Afghanistan. The Taliban, under the leadership of 

Mullah Mohammad Omar, placed their imprint on Afghanistan by introducing a rigid 

interpretation of Islamic jurisprudence, replacing the familiar traditional tribal codes and 

trademark of Afghan social life, Ziring explained (ibid.). However, their staunch critics 

admit that the Taliban brought, for the first time since the 1970s, relative peace, by 

eliminating prevailing social disorder and crimes (Bergen, 2002, 15). The Taliban met all 

requirements for recognition as a state according to international law: notably, effective 

control, the population’s support, being representative of all ethnic groups and holding 

the territory and capital. However, Pakistan, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia 

were the only states that recognized the new Taliban government in Kabul (Kakar, 2013, 

131; Ziring, 2009, 65). In addition to full diplomatic support, Pakistan extended trade 

facilities and provided financial assistance of over $6 million to the Taliban (Matinuddin, 

1999, 128; Jones, 2010, 63). Meanwhile, Iran, Russia and India, for their own vested 

regional interests, continued to support the Taliban’s opposition, the Rabbani regime in 

Kabul and Massoud’s Northern Alliance (Kakar, 2013, 130). The Taliban were criticized 

globally because of their medieval laws, repressive gender policies, antediluvian 

treatment of women and questionable human rights record (Cole, 2008, 146-147). 

Gannon explained that females were denied the opportunity to participate in education, 
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public activity and contact outside their immediate families, with limitations on political 

and social life. Music, television, soccer, and kite flying were banned (Gannon, 1997). 

Mainstream scholars denounced the decree, calling it backward and little to do with 

religion (Islam). The violation of these rules, never criticized by Pakistan, Saudi and the 

United Arab Emirates, resulted in severe punishment via stringent application of penal 

law, including the death penalty (Ziring, 2009, 66). Initially, even the US had no 

objections to the Taliban’s version of Islam and the Clinton administration was willing to 

re-open the US Embassy in Kabul (Mackenzie, 91). Moreover, US policy makers urged 

the US and India to engage with the Taliban to make them more moderate (Durrani and 

Khan, 2009, 48). These types of gestures had a clear message of alignment and 

‘unseemly haste’ from the US towards the Taliban, and Mackenzie identifies that it 

seemed that the CIA was collaborating with ISI in creating and growing the Taliban 

(Mackenzie, 2001, 91). The US had a positive attitude towards the Taliban for two 

reasons: first, their anti-Iranian stance; and second as an instrument of peace in the region 

to construct the UNOCAL pipeline from central Asia to Pakistan (Rashid, 2000, 64; 

Davis, 1998, 43-71). The Taliban’s most important role, at least for the US and Saudi 

Arabia, was maintaining the security for the construction of a gas and oil pipeline which 

was a joint venture of UNOCAL and Delta oil companies of America and Saudi Arabia 

respectively (Tarock, 1999, 802). Even officials of the UNOCAL oil company publicly 

evaluated the Taliban victory as a ‘positive development’ (Rubin, 1997, 292). The hiring 

of Robert Oakley, former US Ambassador to Pakistan and inner circle advisor during the 

Afghan war, as a consultant by UNOCAL for the pipeline project further engraved the 

US involvement with Taliban. Later on, US interests in the region started to shift when 

Albright, during her visit to Afghan camps in Pakistan, revealed that the US opposed the 

Taliban and did not recognize their government because of their negative approach 

towards human rights, and notably their ‘despicable treatment of women and children and 

their general lack of respect for human dignity’ (Magnus and Naby, 1998, 182). 

Furthermore, the US Senate passed a resolution not to recognize any government 

discriminating against women on May 5
th

, 1999 (Durrani and Khan, 2009, 48). 

 

Pakistan had continually persuaded the Taliban to form a broad-based coalition 

government with other ethnic groups of Afghanistan, but they were not ready to sit with 

the Northern Alliance. On Pakistan’s diplomatic pressure they turned towards bin Laden 

to gain financial assistance, personnel and hundreds of Arab fighters against the Northern 

Alliance campaign (Jones, 2010, 63).  

 

From 1998, the Taliban proved to be a liability more than an asset for Pakistan 

due to ignoring of the demands of Pakistan such as: ceasing to give sanctuary (Bergen, 

2002,168) to sectarian groups such as Sipah-e-Sahaba and Lashkar-e-Jhangvi; closing 

down the terrorist camps; and the formation of a coalition government (Kakar, 2013, 131-

132). Many analysts were critical of Pakistan’s pro-Taliban policy even prior to 

September 11 due to the negative security implications, notably increasing sectarian 

violence in Pakistan (Malik, 1999, 119). Amer Saleh, an anti-Taliban former intelligence 

Chief of the Afghan Intelligence Agency, stated that although Pakistan had always 

considered Afghanistan as an asset, some believe in Kabul that Afghanistan had much 

pain and damage inflicted on it by Pakistan through proxy groups after Soviet withdrawal 

(Express TV, 2013). Pakistan’s relations with CARs and Iran were at lower ebb due to its 

support of the Taliban because it was reported that many non-Pashtuns and non-Sunni 

elements, notably the Shiite Hazara, were subject to genocidal action by the Taliban 
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(Ziring, 2009, 66). Iran’s supreme leader urged Pakistan to drop its support from the 

Taliban in the wake of its holding Pakistan partly responsible for the killing of nine 

Iranian diplomats in Mazar-i-Sharif by the Taliban in August 1998. Barry Buzan also 

criticized Islamabad’s policies in Afghanistan by explaining that, “by committing itself to 

the Saudi-backed Sunni cause in Afghanistan and by tolerating violence against its own 

Shia minority, Pakistan has made a strategic error of potentially the same gravity as that 

which lost it Bangladesh” (Buzan and Ole Waever, 2003, 101-127).
 
Moreover, Pakistan’s 

outstanding support to the Taliban, decidedly Pashtun, ignited anti-Pakistan feelings in 

the non-Pashtun ethnic minorities of Afghanistan: particularly due to oppressive Taliban 

policy (Hussain, 2008). Furthermore, the Taliban, as with other previous Afghan 

governments, refused to recognize the Durand line or to drop Afghan claims to part of the 

NWFP (Lunn and Smith, 2010). Pakistan’s inability to stop the Taliban in their policies 

regarding Al-Qaeda’s ties, support to Islamists rebels of neighboring states, the 

destruction of Buddha statues in Bamyan and many more activities affected Pakistan’s 

relations with Japan, the USA , European countries and China. States such as China, 

Uzbekistan and Arab countries demanded the extradition of their wanted terrorists 

(Judah, 2002, 70).   

 

Liberal and secular-minded individuals in Pakistan were feeling fear of 

Talibanisation via the imposition of the social policies of the Taliban in Pakistan (Bergen, 

2002, 153). Meanwhile, General Pervez Musharraf toppled the regime of the elected 

Prime Minister in Pakistan on October 12, 1999. Musharraf continued the pro-Taliban 

policy in the backdrop of the ‘geo strategic compulsion’ phenomenon by arguing,  

 

“if we had broken with them, that would have created a new enemy on 

our western border, or a vacuum of power there into which might have 

stepped the Northern Alliance, comprising anti-Pakistan elements. The 

Northern Alliance was supported by Russia, India and Iran.” 

(Musharraf, 2006, 202-203) 

  

Moreover, Musharraf visited Jordan, Lebanon and Syria to convince the leaders of 

these states to engage with the Taliban (Judah, 2002, 72). Meanwhile, he took drastic 

steps on domestic fronts by banning radical outfits such as Sipah-e-Mohammad and 

Lashkar-i-Jhangvi (LJ) to control the rising tide of sectarian violence. Musharraf was in 

favor of enlightened moderation and condemned Islamic extremism even before 

September 11. He wanted to see Pakistan as a modern liberal Muslim state such as 

Turkey and not like Taliban-ruled Afghanistan because “Islam teaches tolerance not 

hatred… We must curb elements which are exploiting religion for vested interest and 

bringing a bad name to our faith.” (Musharraf, 1999)  

 

In the latter part of 2000, Pakistan itself started to become a victim of the Taliban, 

as a number of Taliban-style campaigns such as the burning of VCRs, TV sets and other 

similar things, spreading the message that these instruments were threatening religion, 

society and family life, were reported in KPK (Yusufzai, 2001). In 2001, the Taliban 

refused the request of Pakistan to hand over terrorists who had taken refuge in 

Afghanistan, and believed to be involved in sectarian killings in Pakistan (Khan, 2001), 

but gave assurance that the territory of Afghanistan would not be used against Pakistan 

(Yusufzai, 2012). Similarly, the Taliban assured the US that Afghanistan would not be 

used as a base of terrorism (Unclassified documents, 1997).  On realizing the worsening 
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situation, (Judah, 2002, 75) Pakistan tried her best to convince the Taliban to hand over 

bin Laden to the US or any third state, stating that otherwise Pakistan would have to cut 

all relations with the Taliban (ibid., 70). Meanwhile, the UN imposed sanctions on the 

Taliban and the Taliban condemned the action and complained that the ban on the flights 

had affected ordinary Afghan citizens and not them. Their attitude showed that they were 

not Pakistan’s puppet, (Rashid, 2000, 72) because they had hardly followed Pakistan’s 

orders. However, in spite of this, Pakistan continued its pro-Taliban policy particularly 

due to Indian threat. In the last days of the Taliban, Pakistan’s consistent persuasion and 

effective engagement successfully convinced the Taliban to mend their ways by handing 

over criminals to Pakistan, by improving their relations with other states, by placing 

restrictions on bin Laden, (Durrani and Khan, 2009, 50)  by cracking down on narcotics 

factories, and by closing down training camps. Pakistan facilitated a meeting, agreed to 

be continued later on, between US under Secretary Thomas Pickering and the Taliban, to 

understand each other’s point of view. (Durrani and Khan, 2009, 50).  

 

III. Conclusion 
 Pakistan, since its emergence, has been struggling with maintain good relations 

with Afghanistan. The issue of Pashtunistan further endangered Pakistan’s territorial 

sovereignty and integrity. The US left Afghanistan in chaos and civil war after gaining 

her objective of the disintegration of Russia, and Pakistan tried to establish a pro-Pakistan 

regime in Afghanistan by helping one or the other group to maintain peace and to avoid 

the installation of a pro-Indian regime. With the establishment of the Taliban regime in 

Afghanistan, Pakistan breathed a sigh of relief because of the perceived convergence of 

interests. Domestic upheaval and civil war situation resulted in the emergence of Taliban. 

The local support of the Afghan people further strengthens the Taliban. Pakistan 

supported them on later stage and recognized their government. However, the Taliban’s 

radical policies and its connections with Al-Qaeda affected Pakistan badly because of a 

spill-over effect in the shape of sectarian violence, extremism and terrorism. In spite of 

Pakistan’s repeated requests, the Taliban were not ready to mend their ways. In a 

nutshell, it can be concluded that Pakistan’s supported Taliban due to perceived Indian 

threat. All other states were also heavily involved in Afghanistan. United States also 

never showed much concerns about Taliban in the initial phase of their reign. 
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